Subscribe to our newsletter to receive more info.

Join Social Hackathons where youngsters, with trainers' and experts' support, develop digital solutions for societal issues. The methodology has been successfully tested in Croatia, France, Greece, and Italy.

COMING SOON… The Biblio MOOC starts next Monday!

Discussions and brainstorming around key traits and skills needed to empower women in the digital age.

EQUALS-EU: Global support for championing female leadership

Eurydice report “Adult education and training in Europe: Building inclusive pathways to sustainability and fairness”

(4) Results and evaluations of delivering the Smart DevOps VET EU project

November 2021

validation and guidance practitioners with a specific focus on women and men – and those who do not conform to the binary gender system – are more gender-sensitive language in writing. Gender-sensitive communication ensures that

There is still time to register for the webinar on digital skills for older adults on November 17 months of the project.

The Social Hackademy (#HackAD) project

AMeLiE stands for Advanced Media Literacy Education and will provide innovative

News in pills from the Open Group disability sector

ALL DIGITAL SUMMIT 2021 is coming soon!

You are invited to participate in the training of preparation of #ErasmusPlus KA2 project proposals, you

There is still time to register for the webinar on digital skills for older adults on November 17

The Social Hackademy Methodology since March 2021. The
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